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About This Game

"Rules of Destruction" is a story-driven role-playing game, set in a beautiful universe. You can choose from many
different characters, each with different story and abilities. From cursed warriors seeking vengence to highly skilled

mercenaries, thirsty for blood. Depending on your character you will choose on which side to fight for and what is
better for your progress. Explore the vast worlds and reveal their secrets. While you are adventuring, doing numerous

quests and side activities. you will encounter merchants, villagers, sacred people and a lot of enemies. In "Rules of
Destruction" your choice matters. You can save Astrila, or help the Meldorian's to capture it.

Unique Story
Begin your journey and dive into an epic universe full of meaningful choices. Meet the citizens of Astrila and

Maldisinar. Help them or bring them doom. Complete the quests you want and progress the way you like. With the
rewards you get, you can purchase new weapons, armours and special abillities.
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Title: Rules of Destruction
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, RPG, Early Access
Developer:
FireBurnGames
Publisher:
FireBurnGames
Release Date: 25 Aug, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8/10

Processor: Intel CPU Core i5

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GPU GeForce GTX 770

Storage: 4 GB available space

English
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Main attraction for me has to be the look of the game, its cute, and you can customise your units. There's building, exploration,
resource management and some planning to do which if you want to chill can be done in a sandbox where you won't be attacked
unless you want to. That's pretty much what have done with the game.

There's a nice touch where you can put your characters on Auto and let the game run itself.

The game has faults though. Although you can build walls I really couldn't work out how to link sections of wall. The resource
management is painful, you progress through ages and need different resources in each, well that has a limited appeal and only
really serves to make the game drag on. The Campaign game chugs on a bit and you barely need to concentrate to win, right up
to a level where the game just goes demented and it really is a challenge to get through, at which I stopped playing. To get a
perfect game you need to get past the very hard Campaign level and grind for some level achievements and kills. Well I'm not
going to bother as it'll take too long.

Its a good game, massive amount of work has gone into it and really like the visuals and theme. I sort of like it, but the
Achievements difficulty and the Campaign game can be really annoying.. The best 2 bucks you will ever spend on a game. The
weather system doesn't seem to work in France, kinda disapointed.. one of the most interesting games on steam tbh. From the
fact that the movement is slow and choppy and the whole limited movement in the first place to the whole not even being able to
have an inspect option on the numerous uninteractable important looking things and the poorly placed interaction points (the
middle of a set of scales rather than the weight part? Seriously?) This game is a letdown in every aspect.
I'm sure some will try arguing "hey this game is ten plus years old" Guess what so are fable and postal 2, Planescape: Torment is
even older and all thos games have much more complex interaction systems and more stuff actually using memory so arguing
the age of the game is pointless since it could have been done much better even then.

I would argue it would have come across a lot better being made more in the style of monkey island 1 which was a lot smoother
a lot older and a hell of a lot more fun to play, Crash Time II is more worthy of time and money and you've seen what people
have said about it (actually the failiures of that game are actually funny and the gameplay is fun to screw around with for long
enough to justify buying it).

If you're after good point and click adventure games on steam check out the catalog of games Daedalic Entertainment have,
literally ever one of them is entertaining and worth putting the money towards if you can afford to.. If you're looking for a very
chill game, something you can play while watching tv or doing other things, this is it. Simple yet highly addictive!. Really dont
get all the positive reviews.
Its another throw away wave base shooter where every level takes so long to beat that you wonder if it's bugging out.
The guns dont feel satisfying since every single enemy is a bullet sponge.
Even if this is your first VR game I still dont get all the positive reviews
I bought it becuase of all the postive reviews, dont fall for it!. Slow, boring and crappy sonic rip off, don't waste your time.. Fun
little game. Very interesting and relaxing.

Absolutely no reason not to try it.
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Below you'll find a quick analytical video preview of ShadowBlade Reload in it's current Early Access form, and below that a
review in written form, should you prefer text over video.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JyG-5luXhN0&list=UUft3ypJdQ_aiUT8h8_HzjYQ
Asthetics: The graphical fidelity in itself is quite high, especially considering the roots of ShadowBlade as a mobile game. For
me personally though, the chosen aesthetics seem very generic. Random muscular bad guys, spikes, lasers, chainsaw traps, etc
etc. This chosen style does not intrigue me.
Sound design: The sound quality falls into the same vain as the aesthetics. Overall it is decent from what you would expect
from an asian/ninja settings, but also not memorable.
Gameplay: Your aim is to reach the door at the end of each level. In between you can OPTIONALLY collect gold orbs, Kanjis,
kill enemies, all while going as quickly as possible and without dying. If you get frustrated easily, you could just leave those
pesky side objectives behind, or in case you are looking for a more difficult experience, you could always select the hardcore or
masterclass levels, which throw a bunch more obstacles into your general direction, similarly to the dark levels in Super Meat
Boy.
I do have some gripes with the game though. First, as ShadowBlade does not have animation cancelling, you need a moment to
get acustomed to this kind of delayed precision due to finishing animations. This is especially weird if you play a lot of
platformers like Spelunky (or similar games that allow animation cancelling). I personally prefer 100% responsiveness over
smooth animations at all times. This also ties in with the kill animations, which are seemingly random and differ in terms of
timing a lot. As soon as the leaderboards are added into the game, differences like these could make or break runs easily and as
such, speedrunning is highly influenced by randomness.

TL;DR: Once acustomed to the control scheme (rebindable keyboard and controller both work fine), you get a platformer with a
surprising amount of content already. Add ontop the level editor with Steam Workshop support, you'll get a good deal for your
buck. Should you be looking for a new platformer to sink at least a couple of hours into, ShadowBlade Reload might be for
you.. Season pass does not include Wild Run? WTF... well done... well fuc***g done... and after buying the gold edition i'm
expected to buy the wild run dlc full price, not even with a discount if you are not even able to gift it... after buying a GOLD
EDITION, for god's sake, why do this kind of people do games?. I recently picked this gem up for $4.50 USD.. I spent that
much on a cup of coffee each morning, so I didn't really think twice about grabbing this as from what I was able to see, it looked
like a really good tate shooter (vertical scrolling\/shoot'em up).

Did I get my monies worth?

A resounding YES!

As some of you on my friends list might of guessed, I am a fan of Space Invaders. It was one of the first games I had my hands
on when I was still only a baby macroni in the late 80's early 90's, that along with other classic's like Duck Hunt, PacMan and
Mario, filled my childhood with joy. I found the Raiden series mid 90's along with Star Fox and it was around that time I
realized I just love shooters.

This game is a love letter to dudes like me. It's amazingly polished for being so cheap, almost to the point where it's creepy. The
music is awesome, the gameplay is awesome, the animations are awesome, the hit box detection is super tight and accurate,
there is a plethora of permanate upgrades to unlock just by playing, the attention to detail to each level, each boss and it's stages
is again.. awesome. The artwork screams 90's saturday morning cartoons, I sometimes swear I hear Skeletor in the background
sometimes laughing. I litterally have no idea why this game isn't more popular.

The difficulty is average. I wouldn't say it's overly hard, it does force you to pay attention like most games of this genre but you
can easily start cheesing if you pump a lot of unlocks into your profile. Kind of leaves it up to you and how hard or easy you
want your game to be. I welcome that!

The only con's I have which I don't even consider really a "con" because seriously, I got this game for $4.50.. it's criminal to say
anything bad about it considering how fun it ended up being but I know people don't really like "fanboy" opinions so here's the
skinny. There is an issue with monitors over 60ghz, if your like me with a 144ghz monitor, you'll need to knock it down to 60 in
the control panel, no biggie. Character specific lore unlocks are just plain silly but maybe that's a positve? There is not much a
story and the voice acting while actually not that bad sometimes skips subtitles that pop up.

Everyone should have this game in their library. If you are a fan of games like Raiden, Starfox, Ikaruga, Skyforce, Space
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Invaders, Rive, ect. that has a lot of meat, great soundtrack, killer 90's cartoon throwback art and tight gameplay mechanics, you
are in for a treat! Top it off, this game has online leaderboards with full replays of each high score, if your into that kind of
thing. Do yourself a favor, buy this game, support these dev's and hopefully someday we get a sequel.

-ZA. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing amazing many different playthroughs to get to the actal end but each playthrough is much
different with many twists and turns i highly recommend this game it is such a breath of fresh air is this stagnant industry do
yourself a favor and get it it is one of the few games i have actually played from beginning to end and i would highly
recommend the developers. This is a great game so far. I played Spelunker world on PS4 to level 200+ which is very similar
except you don\u2019t need to spend real money for moon gems for gear, upgrade stones, and pets. Some of the features in that
version do not exist here that I miss like the live events with new gear and how the gear is formed to build 4 star pieces of gear.
There was a thrill in the hunt with the RNG system. Now you just know what your gonna get and you just grind exp to max out
the piece. The coop play was something I enjoyed a lot but it is almost impossible to find people to coop with on the Steam
version as no one is ever in the room whether region or worldwide. So obtaining those litho stones you need to complete some
items may be challenging to complete. Easy task just finding a partner or team for individual stages might be time consuming
waiting for a member to contribute to the task instead of running wild dying all over the place thinking it\u2019s funny.. This
has the potential to be a pretty jolly KSP.
I guess Unity must make it really easy to connect things to each other with intergalactic space ropes, or else there wouldn't be a
bazillion people making games like this.
Unfortunately this one too so far suffers from the fact that the performance of the default objects Unity provides you with is
rather absymal by the time you hook up dozens of moving objects together. If the developer(s) can fix this, this could become
something great. If they can't, it'll just be unplayable crap until we get single-threaded supercomputers in the year 2192.

Really good for a first release, but see above caveat.. Very nice game, smashed my keyboard, overall recommended.. Looks
great, and my 5 year old is having a blast playing it. I like how it makes math fun for him.. Game is fun, quick, multi-player, and
cheap! BUY IT NOW! xD
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